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Aim

Use corpus work 
● Delineate linguistic demands of Y1 UG module
● Create evidence base for shared scrutiny and 

analysis to inform decision making
● Fresh shared perspective 

  



Context & Approach

● Massive UG module 
Crossing 2 Subject areas 30 tutors 
& seminar groups
● Mismatch T & student expectations 

80% Working best of their ability, 27% managing reading for seminars Jan survey

● Little acknowledgement of linguistic component

Approach 
● Scholarly project rather than research 
● Create evidence base for dialogue 
● Explicit persuasive agenda - focus on staff group - Academic Literacies 

(Lea & Street, 1996)  

"What are they worrying about  -The 1st year doesn't 
really matter -it doesn't count"
"Perhaps - for some of them - they should reconsider 
their choices"
"University is not for everyone"
"They just need to read more - they need to apply 
themselves"

"But they don't need to read all of it" 



Method 
1/ Build Mini course corpus 
Module materials and readings 

2/ Data Capture / Initial Analysis 
● Volume: How much do they have to read/process?
● Corpus analysis - word - text level - distinctive discourse features
● Readability - How difficult is it? 

3/ Basis for staff workshop to explore data focused on exploring learning load and 
examining preliminary findings collaboratively

4/ Curriculum change



Method 
1/ Build Mini course corpora 
Module materials and readings (permissions, collect, clean, collate)

180,000 words of content for course in total (module handbooks, website, 
BB pages, 2 level deep links to institutional site). 

One module 97,000 readings  & newspaper readings (8,000) words (mini 
corpora)



Method 
2/ Data Capture / Analysis 
Tribble (98) "quick & dirty" corpora analysis. Used simple to use online  programmes (Antconc + 
LIWC + Cohmetrix) to assess keywords, lexis and readability. In order to support a more evidence 
based discussion about learning load and expectations.

Made a target corpus wordlist and a   used BAWE corpus as a reference corpus. Compare the 
frequency of each item in the two wordlists to extract keywords

Volume: How much do they 
have to read/process?

Descriptive linguistics (counts) very informative for skills required to 
navigate course resources. Especially relevant online 

Corpus analysis - word - text 
level - distinctive discourse 
features

Explore key distinctive disciplinary features
● New words
● New uses known words
● New structures (frames, compounds) 
● Stance - how marked, relation write to evidence

Readability - How difficult is it? ● Examine readability and comprehensibility



Keyness and 
Frequency Lists 



Sorted Keyness and 
Frequency Lists 



Visualisation of data 



Corpus Analysis generated data  

KWIC Prejudice concordance



Corpus Analysis generated data  

Cluster analysis of 'violence' showing compound nouns and 
how they are layered 



Corpus Analysis generated data  

Use of ‘I’ - first person accounts 



Concordance plot prejudice



Corpus Analysis generated data  



What are the implications for first year learning ? and teaching?

The reading material from Forms of Crime tends to have;
low narrativity - Criminology relies on other discourses such as expository writing. What 
text types? What discourses?  These, the students must learn to decipher and navigate.

Pitched neutrally - little explicit emotion,

  How do we get students to understand the position, the stance of the author? 

 There’s ‘a lot of big words’ (abstract rather than concrete) This slows reading speed.

 How do we support learning of new subject based vocabulary?

Combined with little referential cohesion this becomes particularly challenging.

If there is little explicit referential cohesion are authors relying on a mutual 
understanding of field and discourse (text type) to communicate to insider audience?

http://www.uefap.com/listen/refer/refer.htm


Range of source material



Method 
3/ This data became the basis for staff workshop to explore data and preliminary 
findings collaboratively. 
Shared conversation around

Interpret data together, and define particular features of disciplinary discourse. 
Make tacit expectations explicit 
Challenge confirm / deny assumptions 

Volume: How much do they have to 
read/process?

Corpus analysis - word - text level - 
distinctive discourse features

Readability - How difficult is it?

Learning Load
Distinguishing course admin & content 
 
Linguistic Component Acquiring New 
Discipline 
Word - Structure - Text 

Complexity - different text types - code 
switching



Evaluation 

"I am much more comfortable with asking students to take part (with 
reading in class) and getting them to try new ways of reading - even if it's 
not what they are used to. The reading circles are much better this year - 
You altered my practice."

*staff feedback - notes from conversation



Evaluation Students 
Asked how their study at university was different they replied: 

"skim read""I learnt how to skim read ""I've learnt how to skim read successfully"

"read all more academic pieces "reading academic articles"

"reading more and gained better reading skills ""tend to read more and make notes"

"Can summarise what I've read in each paragraph or section quickly"

"perspectives and questioning what I read"

"Don't read anything other than criminology books"

*sample comments student survey



Conclusion  Key Competencies  

● Build simple small scale corpora 
● Use range of tools examine disciplinary discourse
●  (word, ->  text, frequency lists, distinctive structures, text 

types, stance positioning author to evidence)   
● Explain to non linguists implications for acquisition
● Explain simple strategies to support acquisition
● Act as consultant/ co-researcher

 



Thank you for your attention
                     Any questions?                     

C Malone     cmalone@brookes.ac.uk  
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